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ABSTRACT 
Presented in this paper are some new properties of a function f(C) of a 
companion matrix C, including (1) a representation of any entry of f(C) as a divided 
difference of f(X) times a polynomial, (2) a similarity decomposition of f(C) 
generalizing that based on the Jordan form of C, and (3) characterization (construc- 
tion) of all matrices that transform f(C) (by similarity) to companion form. The 
connection between functions of general and companion matrices is also dealt with, 
and a pair of dual relations is established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Companion matrices are often encountered in linear algebra and applied 
mathematics (e.g., Frobenius normal form of matrices, phase-variable canoni- 
cal form of dynamical systems). They are a common device for transforming 
polynomial root problems into eigenvalue problems, or higher-order linear 
differential equations into first-order linear systems. Elementary properties of 
companion matrices were summarized by Brand [2]. Some useful results for 
handling companion matrices are contained in Hartwig [B, 91 and Young [17]. 
In this paper we deal with various representations related to the matrix 
function f(C) of a comp&nion matrix C. These representations generally 
involve divided differences of the function f(X), the power functions as well 
as the adjoint polynomials associated with C, evaluated at the eigenvalues of 
C. Thus, in Section 2 we derive such a representation for the entries of f(C), 
where the power and adjoint polynomial involved depend on the particular 
entry. 
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Section 3 deals with similarity transformation of f(C) to block diagonal 
form, each block being associated with a cluster of eigenvalues of C. If the 
eigenvalues within clusters coincide, the well-known representation of f(C) 
based on Jordan form of C results. The divided-difference representations of 
the similarity transformation matrix (generalized Vandermonde matrix) and 
that of its inverse are also determined. As a consequence the similarity 
transformation of C to the direct sum of smaller companion matrices is 
obtained, too. 
In Section 4 we give a characterization of all similarity transformation 
matrices that take f(C) to companion form, obtaining as a special case the 
result of Shane and Barnett for linear fractional functions ([15]; see also [17]). 
Divided-difference representations of the transformation matrices and their 
inverses are given, too. 
In the last section we generalize a theorem of Stafney [16] stating that for 
a general square matrix A, f(A) is equal to a polynomial in A, with the 
entries of the first row of f(C) as coefficients, C being the companion matrix 
of the minimal polynomial of A. We also obtain a dual relationship, where 
powers of A are replaced by adjoint polynomials of A. 
Throughout the paper, column vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase 
letters; in particular, ei= [l,O ,..., O]r ,..., e,= [0 ,..., O,l]rdenote the rz nat- 
ural unit vectors. The equality A = (uij)mxn defines a real or complex m x n 
matrix with its (i, j) entry given by aij. In particular, I = ( 6ij),X, defines 
the identity matrix, where 19~~ is the Kronecker delta. The companion matrix 
of the polynomial p(A) = ca + c,X + * 1. + c,_~A”-’ + A” (A a complex 
variable) is defined as 
c=(6i,j-l-cj-,6i,),x, 
0 1 0 0 a** 0 
0 1 0 ... 0 
0 1 . . : 
= 
* . * . 6 ’ (1.1) 
0 . . . 0 1 
-co -cl -c, **. - cn-2 -cn-1 
while the adjoint polynomials of p(X) are given by 
P”_i(X> =c,=I, 
Pj-lCA) =cj + ‘Pj(‘) (1.2) 
= cj + cj+lh + . . . + c,hn-j, j = n- 1,...,2,1 
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The k&order divided difference of a scalar function f(X) at the (not 
necessarily distinct) points X,, Xi, . . . , A, will be denoted by f[ X,; 
h,;...;A,l, and the kth derivative function by fck)(X). 
When dealing with a matrix function f(A) with some square matrix A 
and scalar function f(X) we shall always assume (without reiterating) that 
f(X) is analytic on a domain of the complex plane containing the eigenvalues 
of A. As our results involve matrix functions with fixed arguments only, this 
assumption does not really restrict generality, since, by definition [7], f(A) 
equals a polynomial in A, which is even an entire function. In particular, 
f(A) = h(A), where h(X) is the Hermite interpolation polynomial of f(h) at 
the eigenvalues of A, with multiplicities determined by the minimal poly- 
nomial of A. Also, the divided differences of f(A) and h(A) agree at any 
subset of the roots of the minimal polynomial of A. 
Under the previous assumption we can use the contour-integral represen- 
tation of f(A) given by 
f(A) = $./f(W - A) -‘a 
Y 
where y is a simple closed curve lying in the domain of analyticity 
that encircles all eigenvalues of the matrix A [14]. We shall also 
counterpart of (1.3) for divided differences, i.e., the representation 
f[&;A,;...; A,] =‘/ f(A) 





where the points X,, A,, . . . , A, are contained in the interior of the contour y 
[l, p. 1721. 
2. DIVIDED-DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION 
OF THE ELEMENTS OF f(C) 
For establishing the divided-difference representation of the entries of the 
matrix function f(C) of the 12 X 12 companion matrix C, we use a lemma 
giving a dual pair of relations which follow simply from the row-column 
structure of C. We assume in this section that the companion matrix C and 
the adjoints pj(A) of the polynomial p(X) are defined by (1.1) and (1.2), 
respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The companion matrix C satisfies the relations 
e;C i-1 = e:, 
Pj_,(C)e,=ej, j=n,n-l,..., 1. (2.2) 
Proof. Both relations follow easily by induction, making use of the 
relations eTJ=eT and Cej=ejP1-cj_le, (i, j=l,...,n-1; e,=O), as 
well as the recursion in (1.2). n 
Now we can derive the following representation for f(C j. 
THEOREM 2.1. The elements of f(C) = (f;j)nxn can be represented as 
~j=e~Ci-lf(C)pj_l(C)e,=cpij[X1;...;X.], i, j=l ,..., n, (2.3) 
where the functions qij(A) are defined by 
(2.4) 
and A,,..., A, are the eigenvalues of C. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 and the relations (1.3)-( 1.4), we have 
fij = eTf(C)ej = e~Ci~‘f(C)pj_,(C)e, = e;cpij(C)e, 
=- 2bi~ij(X)e~(XI-C)-1e,dh=~~~dh 
=~ij[X1;.e*;hn]> i,j=l 12, >‘*‘, 
where we have used the fact that the cofactor of the (1, n) entry 
in the determinant of AZ - C was equal to 1, and det(AZ - C) = p(h) = 
n~==,(h - xi). n 
Theorem 2.1 can be employed to bound elements of f(C) by means of 
bounding divided differences. For this purpose, the following quadrature 
representation of divided differences is useful [l, p. 1881: 
f [A,;...; A,] =I... /f’n-l)(Xlr,+ .a. +Xnx,,)dxl...dx,_l, (2.5) 
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where the integral extends over alI positive values of xi,. . . , x,_ 1 that satisfy 
1-xX,=x1+ *a* + x,_ i < 1. For instance, in case of the (1, n) entry of the 
matrix exponential exp(tC) we have e; exp(tC)e, = f[ X i; . . . ; A,], where 
f(X) = exp(tX); hence 
IeTexp(tC)e,)= /*..Jt”~‘exp(A,r,+ ... +XnX,)dXi...dx,_l 
t”-1 
G (n-l)! -exP(~~~~~nReXi)~ t > 0. . . 
This bound was used in [5] to derive a perturbation bound for the solution of 
a linear nth-order differential equation with constant coefficients. 
The following corollary to Theorem 2.1 wiIl be needed in the next section. 
It follows by taking f(h) = 1 and noting that f(C) = 1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The divided differences of the functions 
qij(h) = ~--‘pj-l(x), i,j=l TO..> n, 
taken at the zeros A 1,. . . , A, of the polynomial p(h), are given by 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE JORDAN 
REPRESENTATION OF f(C) 
If the Jordan canonical decomposition of the companion matrix C is given 
by 
c = v&v-‘, Jc = ],,(X”‘)CT3 . . . W”~W), (34 
where J,,( Xck)) is an nk x nk Jordan matrix corresponding to the eigenvalue 
Xck), then 
f(C) = vf(Jc>v-‘, f(Jc) = f(J$@)) @ . . . W-(J$(“))) (3.2) 
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(cf. Corollary 3.1). Since a companion matrix is always nonderogatory, 
different Jordan blocks correspond to different eigenvalues. It is known [2] 
that the matrix V, having the principal vectors of C as its columns, can be 
chosen as the (possibly confluent) Vandermonde matrix associated with the 
eigenvalues of C. 
Here we generalize the above relation so that C is similar to a block 
diagonal matrix [A(‘)] CB * * - @[A(“‘], each block being associated with a 
cluster of eigenvalues of C, where different clusters have no eigenvalue in 
common. The similarity transformation matrix and its inverse will be given 
explicitly, in terms of divided differences of powers and rational functions 
(respectively). The blocks [Rck)] have a special form that makes possible to 
build up f([ Ack’]) f rom divided differences of f(X), as given in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the matrices [A] and f [ A] associated with the (possi- 




f[A,] f[&&?I ... f[~,;...AJ 
f[A,] ... f[~,;...A,l 
* . 
0 f [iI 




Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 1.1 in Stafney [ 161 for upper 
triangular matrices. As Stafney’s theorem concerns polynomials, it only is to 
be noted that f(X) can be replaced by its Hermite interpolation polynomial 
in (3.3)-(3.4). n 
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The statement of Lemma 3.1 was proved in the distincteigenvalue case 
by Opitz [13], who proposed the relation (3.3)-(3.4) for extending the 
definition of divided differences to the case of confluent arguments. 
For the proof of our next theorem we need, in addition, the following 
useful result of Hartwig [9], which will also be employed later. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Folklore lemma [9]). Let C be the companion matrix of the 
polynomial p(X) of degree n, and A an n X n matrix. Then: 
(a) The general solution of the matrix equation AX = XCT has the form 
X = [y, Ay,. . . > A”-‘y], where p(A)y = 0. 
(b) X is non-singular if and only if A is nonderogatory and the minimal 
polynomial of the vector y is p(X). 
(c) Zf A = q(6), and ei.s the companion matrix of j?(X), where q(X), F(h) 
are polynomials, then X is nonsingular if and only if the polynomials 
y(X) = y, + yJ + * * . + y,A”-’ and i?(h) are relative primes. 
Now we can establish the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be the companion matrix of the polynomial 
p(X)=c,+c,X+ *** +c,_,X”-‘+A”= fi fi (X-Xl”‘), 
k=l v=l 
where n = Eizlnk and Xl”) # hf) for k z 1. Then 
f(C)=Q(f[A’l’]@ ... @f[R(“)])Q-‘, (3.5) 
where [A(“] = (X(kV3.. + 8. ._l)n xn , f [ Ack’] is defined according to (3.3), 
and the matrix Q &u?its ii:erse Lrekgiven in partitioned form as 
Q= [Q(~),...,Q(~)], (3.6a) 
with 
Qck’= (q$))nxnk, q~~‘=qi_l[A’:);...;x’lk)], 
k=l,..., s, (3.6b) 
Q(k)= ($!‘)_“, ~~~‘=pk,j_l[~(~‘;...;A~~], 
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b(‘) = p,( x _ xl”‘) ’ 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the two matrix equations 
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CQ=Q([lP]@ .*. +P)]), 
QQ=l 
hold, where Q is the matrix given in (3.6) for QP’, since then 
case immediately follows by Lemma 3.1. 
Applying the folklore lemma to (3.8) with X = QT, 
03 . . * CB [LI(‘)])~, and yT = [e;, . . . ,e;] (with consistent partition), 





A = ([A(‘)] 
we get that 
since p(A) = 0. Now by Lemma 3.1 we obtain the desired divideddifference 
representation for the entries of Qck): 
qr:k’=e~[A(k)]i-‘ej=e?;q,_l[A(k’]ej=qi_l[~(~’;...;~(~)]. (3.10) 
For the proof of (3.9) we first note that by the assumption of the theorem 
on the eigenvalues of C, there exist separate simple closed contours yr, . . . , y, 
in the complex plane such that %:I,. . . , gk) he inside yk (k = 1 s). It is 
also clear that the rational functions pk,T_ i(x) (j = 1,. . . , n) ,a;;’ analytic 
inside yk. Let y be a contour encircling all eigenvalues of C. Then, using the 
Leibniz product rule for divided differences, the contour-integral represen- 
tation (1.4), the residue theorem (see, e.g., [3]), and Corollary 2.1, we can 
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proceed as follows: 
erQQej= k 5 4i_1[x’:);...;~(~)]p,,j~I[h’,k) 
k=l v=l 
= i Res qi-l(‘)PjplCA) = Res qi-l(X)Pj-l(h) 




/ 2mi y 
cli-l(x)Pj-l(x) dX 
PO> 
where we use the notation Res, g(h) for the sum of residues of the function 
g(X) at the poles inside the contour y. n 
The following corollary concerns the special case when the eigenvalues 
within clusters coincide, which yields the Jordan representation of f(C). In 
this case, as easily seen from the formula (1.4) divided differences within 
clusters reduce to derivatives divided by factorials (according to Cauchy’s 
contour-integral representation of derivatives). Correspondingly, the transfor- 
mation matrix Q reduces to the confluent Vandermonde matrix V, the 
inverse of which is also obtained. (For further representations of the inverse 
of a confluent Vandermonde matrix see, e.g., [4].) 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let c be the companion matrix of the polynomial 
p(X)=c,+c,X+ ... +c,_+v-‘= fi (A-X(k))“k, 
k=l 
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where A(‘) ,***, A(‘) are distinct numbers. Then f(C) is given by the relations 
(3.1)-(3.2), where 




v= [W,... p1, v-l= : 
[ 1 . ’ qw 
0 
f’W’(~‘k’) - 
. . . 





V(k)= ( (;~;)(M”‘)~-j) “ x”r-, 
VCk)= (5$;‘)nkx”, 
q’ = (nk y i)! ptj:l;)(X(k)), 
where’ 
&j-l(h) = ‘$;) (A - hck))- 
and P~_~(X) is the (j - l)st adjoint polynomial of p(X). 
‘According to the extended definition of binomial coefficients, = 0 if j < 1 or j > i. 
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REMARK 3.1. The decomposition of f(C) [or that of C, if f(A) = X] 
given by Theorem 3.1 has the advantage over that based on the Jordan form 
of C (see Corollary 3.1) that-assuming a fixed partition { X(,k)}-it depends 
continuously on the eigenvalues of C [or equivalently, on the coefficients of 
p(X)j. For, by the continuity of eigenvalues, small enough perturbations in 
the coefficients of p(A) keep the eigenvalue cluster {X(“‘), v = 1,. . . , nk} 
inside the contour yk used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and for an analytic 
f(X), all divided differences occurring in the decomposition (3.5)-(3.6) of 
f(C) depend continuously on eigenvalues. On the other hand, arbitrarily 
small changes in the coefficients or eigenvalues may alter the whole structure 
of the Jordan based decomposition (3.1)-(3.2) in the confluent case, since 
some of the coincident eigenvalues may become distinct. [Consider, e.g., the 
polynomial p(h) = X2 and its perturbation fi( X) = X2 + E, where the number 
E can be arbitrarily small.] In general, an arbitrarily small nonzero perturba- 
tion in the confluent case will yield distinct, but nearly confluent eigenvalues 
and a corresponding nearly singular (illconditioned) Vandermonde transfor- 
mation matrix. 
REMARK 3.2. The divided-difference representations of f(C) are not 
recommended for practical computations, as divided differences at nearly 
confluent arguments are known to be particularly sensitive to rounding error 
[12, p. 8241. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.1 provides the possibility of clustering 
nearby eigenvalues and handling the blocks Qck), Qck) and f[ A(‘)] by special 
techniques that avoid divided differences. For example, the rows of Qck) can 
be obtained by successive vector-matrix multiplications according to (3.10). 
Or, in the case of the exponential function, the procedure of Evans et al. [6] 
can be mentioned, who compute divided differences at nearby arguments as 
upper triangular entries of the matrix function exp[A] according to Lemma 
3.1. A partition into well-separated clusters should lead to a satisfactorily 
conditioned transformation matrix Q. Regarding the computation of the 
exponential of a general matrix A, such an approach was suggested as a most 
promising one [12, p. 8251. 
Another particular case of interest in Theorem 3.1 is when we have only 
one eigenvalue cluster (s = 1). This case is formulated in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let C be the companion matrix of 
p(h)=c,+c,X+ ... +c,_,A”-‘+A”= fp - 0. 
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Then 
f(C) = Rf[AW’, 
where [A] andf[A] are given by (3.3) and the elements of R = ( ri j), x n and 
R-’ = (<j)nXn are given by 
7ij=Yi-I[AI;...;hj], (j=pj_Jhi;...;X,], (3.11) 
where qi_l(A) = A’-‘, and P~_~(X) is the (j - l)st adjoint of p(A). 
This corollary gives us [taking f(h) = A] the representation of a similarity 
transformation matrix between C and the bidiagonal matrix [A]. Combining 
it with Theorem 3.1, we obtain yet another corollary representing a similarity 
transformation matrix that reduces C to a direct sum of lower-order compan- 
ion matrices. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose the notation and assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
Let Cck) be the companion matrix of 
and denote by T~,~(X) the jth adjoint polynomial of rk(x) (k=l,...,s, 
j=O,l ,..*> nk - 1). Then 
. . 
where 
C=T(C% . @@))T-‘, (3.12) 
T= [T(‘),...,T@)], 
f(l) T-l= : 
[ 1 . ’ f(s) (3.13a) 
k=l,..., s. (3.13b) 
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Proof. Let f(h) = h. From Corollary 3.2 we get 
[ ~‘41 = (R(k)) -lc(k)R(k), k=l,...,s, (3.14) 
where Rck) and its inverse are given according to (3.11). Substituting (3.14) 
into (3.5)-(3.6) we find that the decomposition (3.12) holds with 
y-(k) = Q’“‘( R(k)) - 1 and y(k) = @,@k’, k=l,..., s. (3.15) 
Writing down the matrix products in (3.15) elementwise, and using the 
divided-difference representations in (3.6) and (3.11), the Leibniz product 
rule implies the representation in (3.13). H 
4. SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION OF f(C) 
TO COMPANION FORM 
In the study of polynomial root location the following problem arises 
[15, 171: find a matrix that transforms the linear fractional function v(C) = 
(CUC + pZ)(yC + 61))’ of the companion matrix C by similarity to com- 
panion form. Such a transformation matrix-with the additional property 
that it depends only on cx, p, y, 8 and the order n of C, but not on the 
elements of C-has been found by Shane and Bamett [15]. A complete proof 
of their result based on a characterization of companion matrices was given 
by Young [17]. 
In this section the above problem is solved for a general function f(X) by 
giving a (constructive) characterization of all similarity transformation matri- 
ces that reduce f(C) to companion form. Since in case of a general function 
f(X) such a transformation is not always possible [inspect, e.g., the case 
f(A) = 0, n > 11, we first consider the question of when is f(C) similar to a 
companion matrix. 
If C is the companion matrix of the polynomial 
PO=ifIl(h~Xi)~ (4.1) 
then the eigenvalues of f(C) are f( X i), . . . , f( A ,,), so the companion matrix 
similar to f(C) may only be the companion matrix Ccn of the polynomial 
(4.2) 
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The next theorem gives some criteria for the similarity of f(C) and C,,,. 
Criterion (1) was suggested by R. E. Hartwig. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C and Ccn be the companion matrices of the 
polynomials p(X) and p(,(h) defined by (4.1) and (4.2) (respectively). The 
following four conditions are equivalent: 
(0) f(C) is similar to C,,,; 
(1) f(C) is nonderogatory; 
(2) there is a fin&ion f(A) such that f( f( C)) = C; 
(3) the eigenvalues of C satisfy the condition 
fCAi) +fCAj) if XiZXj, 
f(‘i) + O if Xi=Xj and i+j 
fori, j=l,..., n. 
Proof We prove the cycle of implications (0) * (1) * . . . * (0). (0) * 
(1) is trivial, since the companion matrix Ccn is nonderogatory. (1) * (2): As 
C and f(C) commute, f(C) nonderogatory implies (by CoroUary 1 on p. 222 
of [7]) that there exists a polynomial f(A) such that C = f(f(C)). (2) * (3): 
If condition (3) is not satisfied, then f(C)-and consequently fif(C))- 
either has a smaller number of different eigenvalues than C (if f(X,) = f(X j) 
when X i z h j) or is derogatory (if f’( X i) = 0 for a multiple eigenvalue hi: cf. 
[7, p. 158, Theorem 91). Both possibilities contradict (2). (3) j (0) follows 
immediately from Theorem 9 on p. 158 of [7]. n 
Now we are able to give the representation of alI similarity-transformation 
matrices (and that of their inverses) that reduce f(C) to companion form. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the companion matrices C and Ctr,, the polynomials 
p(X) and p(,(A), and the function f(h) be given as in Theorem 4.1, 
assuming f(C) nonderogatory. Then any nonsingular matrix U satisfying 
Uf( cp-’ = c,,, (4.3) 
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with a function g(X) such that g(C) is non-singular (i.e., g(h,) # 0, 
i = l,..., n). Moreover, the inverse of the matrix U given by (4.4) can be 
represented as 
(4.5) 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.2 (folklore lemma [9]) to the equation Uf(C) 
= C(#, it follows that 
UT= [y,(f(c))Ty,...,((f(C))T)';j (4.6) 
with some n-vector y. Defining g(X) = y, + ysX + . . . + ynAnn-l and using 
Lemma 2.1 we have 
yT= t yie$=eT 1 5 yiCi-' = eTg(C), 
i=l i=l 
which, combined with (4.6), yields the desired representation (4.4). Also, part 
(c) of the folklore lemma implies U is nonsingular if and only if g(A) and 
p(h) have no roots in common, that is, g(A,) # 0, i = l,..., n. 
To obtain the inverse U- ’ we utilize the similarity relation 
ucu-‘=f(c,,,), (4.7) 
which follows from {(f(C)) = C. Using (4.7) and observing that eTU = 
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eTg(C), we can determine the first row of U-l: 
eTU-‘=eTU[g(C)] -'U-'=e~[g(fl(C(f,))] -l. 1 
Now an application of the folklore lemma to the equation CU ’ = U- ‘f”< Ctr,) 
immediately yields (4.5). n 
Using Theorem 2.1, we can directly obtain the divided-difference repre- 
sentations of the entries of the transformation matrix U and its inverse. 
COROLLARY 4.1. 
u-l = (fiij)nxn 
The transfimution matrix U= (u~~),,~,, and its inverse 
given by (4.4)-(4.5) in Theorem 4.2 have the divideddif- 
ference representations 
uij = Wij[X1 ;...;A,], aij(h) = [f(')Iielg(')Pj-l(') (4.8) 
and 
i;ij=~ij[f(x,);“.;f(A,)l, tf 
_,,(x) = [-GA)1 i-lp(f)j-l(h) 
dm) 
(4.9) 
where Pj-l(‘) ad P(f)j-1 (A) denote the (j - 1)st adjoint polynomials of 
p(X) and ptr,(h), respectively. 
EXAMPLE (linear fractional functions). As an example, let us consider the 
case of a linear fractional function 
&I+/3 
f(h)=yh 
investigated in the papers [15, 171. Here the trivial case f(X) = const. is 
excluded by the condition D = a8 - By # 0. Then f(C) exists whenever the 
eigenvalues hi of the companion matrix C are not poles of f(X), that is, if 
yXi+S#O, i=l,..., 12. In this case, f(C) is always similar to Ctr,, as 
condition (3) (e.g.) of Theorem 4.1 is fulfilled [f(A) is one-to-one and 
f’(h) # 01. For the application of Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.1 to determine 
a similarity transformation matrix U = ( ui j)nxn we can choose g(A) = (yh + 
S)nP ‘, since g(C) is nonsingular whenever f(C) exists. Then we have 
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uij=wij[hl;...;h,] with 
aX+P i-1 
Wij(X) = ___ 
i i yh+6 
(Yx + G)n-lPj-l(X) 
=(aX+~)i-‘(yx+s)“-ipj_l(X) 
= ~ mikAk~l~j_l(X), i,j=l >..*, n, 
k=l 
where mik denotes the coefficient of XkP1 in the expanded form of the 
polynomial (ax + p)“-‘(yX + 8)n-i. However, by Corollary 2.1 we have 
uij= Oij[hl;...; A,] = $ mikskj=mij, i,j=l ,...,n, 
k=l 
independent of the eigenvalues of C, and this is just the result of Shane and 
Bamett [ 151. 
Using Theorem 4.2, we can also determine the inverse of the ShaneBamett 
transformation matrix M = (mi j)nXn. For, we can choose f(X) as the inverse 
function 
with E = 8/-D, p = -p/D, y = - y/D, 8 = a/D, and D = a8 - py. It is 
clear that f(h) satisfies f( f( C)) = C w h enever f(C) exists. Also, a simple 
calculation shows that [ g( f( A))] - ’ = (7X + 8)+ ‘; thus we can proceed 
completely analogously to the above to obtain M-’ = ( r?ti j)nXn, where Gi j 
is the coefficient of Aj- ’ 
(&ix + &‘( jG! + 8>n-i. 
in the expanded form of the polynomial 
In special cases of a linear fractional function the entries of M and M- ’ 
can be given in particularly simple explicit forms. For the linear functions 
f(A) = X - a and f(X) = X/b the explicit forms were derived (in a direct 
way) by Kammler [lo], who used the similarity transformation of b- ‘(C - aZ ) 
to companion form in preprocessing a companion matrix for the computation 
of the matrix exponential exp(tC). In the case of the reciprocal function 
f(X) = l/X we have f(A) = l/h, as well as 
n n 
1 mijhj-’ = 1 &ijhi-’ = (O.A+I)“-‘(I.A+O)“-‘=A+‘; 
j=l j=l 
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hence 
the “reverse ordering” permutation matrix. 
5. CONNECTION BETWEEN FUNCTIONS OF GENERAL 
AND COMPANION MATRICES 
In this short section we prove a slightly generalized version of a result of 
Stafney [16], complemented with a dual relationship in terms of adjoint 
polynomials. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an n X n matrix, p(h) = co+ c,x + ... 
A”-’ + A” an annihilating polynomial of A, and C the companion 
z<‘of p(X), andsuppose thatf(A) and f(C) = (Aj)nxn both exist. Then 
the dual pair of relations 
f(A) = 2 fljAj-l (5.1) 
j=l 
and 
f(A) = i f,“Pi-l(A) (5.2) 
i=l 
holds, where pi_,(h) is the (i - l)st adjoint polynomial of p( X). 
Proof. The relation p(A) = 0 implies, according to the power-shift 
condition of Hartwig [S], that for any polynomial f(X) 
[f(C)@llQA=QAf(A) (5.3) 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product, I is m X m, and QA is m2 X m 
given by 
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To verify (5.3) for a general function f(h), choose h(X) as a polynomial that 
agrees with f(A) on the spectrum of C, so that f(C) = h(C). Since the 
spectrum of A is contained in that of C [p(A) = 01, we have also f(A) = 
h(A), proving (5.3) in general. Equating the first n rows in (5.3) yields (5.1). 
The dual relation (5.2) can be derived from (5.1) using Lemma 2.1 and 
the definition of adjoint polynomials, as follows: 
f(A) = c eTf(C)e#-‘= c eTf(C)pi_I(C)e,Aj-l 
j=l j=l 
= icl (eTf(C)e,) = 2 AnPi-l(A)* n 
i=l 
REMARK 5.1. Stafney [16] proved the relation (5.1) of Theorem 5.1 in the 
case f(h) a polynomial and p(X) the minimal polynomial of A. For the 
special case of the matrix exponential exp(tA) a number of proofs to (5.1) 
have been given, using spectral decomposition, differential equations, etc. In 
particular, Kolodner [ll] proved this case in an abstract setting, using 
differential equations. His proof was adapted by this author [5] for the 
computation of exp( tA) b in terms of the Krylov vectors Aj- ‘b and the 
companion matrix of the minimal polynomial of the vector b. In this regard it 
may be mentioned that Theorem 5.1 with its proof remains valid if the 
expansion of f( A)B in terms of Aj-‘l? or P,_~( A)B is considered, where B 
is a rectangular matrix and p(X) a polynomial satisfying p( A)B = 0 (e.g., the 
minimal polynomial of the column space of B). 
The author is deeply indebted to Professor Hartwig for his many helpful 
suggestions, which resulted in the simplification of almost all proofs in the 
paper. 
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